
Withstanding the waves 
A story from the Marshall Islands

Documentary / 90 min / 2018

Synopsis
Together  with  the  filmmakers  from kameradisten.org  and  the  people  of  the  Marshall 
Islands, we are making a full length documentary feature about a drowning paradise. We 
will tell the world what climate change really means and why it needs to be stopped now. 

Links
www.studio-kalliope.de
withstanding-the-waves.com
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The Project

The film will be produced in a different way than is usual in the industry. As filmmakers 
we have a participatory approach. We do not make movies about other people from our 
perspective - we want to make movies together with people from their perspectives.That 
is why we life and work for almost a year on the Marshall Islands, not only shooting 
material ourselves (which we will also do on a large scale), but also learning from the 
people here and teaching things as well in return. 

�   �   �

In  many workshops and seminars  we met  with people,  showed them how to handle 
professional  film  equipment,  showed  them  how  to  hold  interviews,  encouraged  and 
empowered them to interview each other and to go filming - so that they really can tell 
their own stories and thoughts to the future international audience of the movie.The skills 
we already gave them, will not vanish. They will stay with them for their own projects 
and ideas. 

Director‘s Note 
In search for a new project we stumbled over the situation of the Marshall Islands and it 
caught our attention immediately because here again we found people who need and 
want  to  fight  against  a  seemingly  unsolvable  problem.  We like  to  get  to  know these 
people, to support them and to introduce them to a bigger audience.  
We will show one example of the climate change, the melting ice caps and the rising sea 
level and its impact on people. It is a warning of what will happen to all of us in one way 
or another when continue to just try and get along. We want to make people act. 
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Situation on the islands
For the Marshall Islands (located 2,500 miles west of Hawaii, 3,000 miles east of the 
Philippines) climate change isn't some distant, future danger: It is already wreaking havoc 
across the Pacific country's more than 1,100 low-lying atolls. As sea levels rise around the 
islands, bigger waves will flood farther inland than ever before. If enough of these waves 
hit in succession, flooded saltwater will irreparably taint the islands' freshwater supplies. 
One of the Marshall Islands' atolls—and potentially thousands of other islands—could 
become uninhabitable when sea levels rise by 16 inches, which could happen as soon as 
midcentury.

�   �   �

Financing 
We  pitched  the  idea  to  the  division  „Climate  and  Environmental  Foreign  Policy, 
Sustainable  Economy“  at  the  Federal  Foreign  Office  in  Berlin/Germany.  They  were 
immediately  very  enthusiastic.  They  financed  the  whole  project.  There  is  no  other 
auspices. So it is still a Low-Budget-Production. A big amount of the money we still need 
for the salary of the team, being on the islands for almost a year. A very small amount we 
budgeted for the music. We already spent most of it paying musicians on the islands to 
record a few songs for the documentary. 

Distribution
The Federal Foreign Office of Germany will use the documentary to be part of events in 
Embassies  all  over  the  world.  Using the  movie  they want  to  advertise  environmental 
protection. 

We also do have an agreement with the German Distribution Company „mindjazz“. They 
will  get  the movie into the theatres  here in Germany.  We don’t  have an international 
distributer  jet,  but  we  hope  to  find  one  after  the  documentary  is  screened  on  many 
festivals.
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Music
We want the documentary to be very international with songs from all over the world. We 
are  very  happy  that  the  German  singer-songwriter  Dota  allowed  us  to  use  her  song 
„Rakentenstart“  in the movie.  We also got  as  a  donation the songs „EchoSysDub“ by 
Danakil and „Captain“ by Volodia from the French Label Back Records and we recorded 
some songs on the Marshall Islands. Now we are in desperate need of some english songs 
as well. We are looking for artists who have written songs about climate change and who 
want to donate them to a great movie project that wants to reach people, make them act.

The Team 

�   �   �

Director Viviana Uriona was born in 1973 in Buenos Aires. She is living in Germany since 
1996. She graduated in political science, studying first at the University of Cologne, later 
at the Free University of Berlin. 

Director of Photography Mark Uriona was born in 1975.  He founded the “Kameradists” 
in 2011. In 2015 Viviana and Mark released the documentary for Cinema „No Rest.No 
Haste.“. A movie about the battle over the land between the indigenous population of 
Argentina and the multinational agribusinesses. In 2012 they released the documentary 
„Sachamanta“ - about community radio stations in northern Argentina and their role in 
defending the land of the indigenous communities against land grabbing. Both of these 
movies were produced within the participatory approach that was described in the above. 

Watch the Trailer of "No Rest. No Haste.", Watch the documentary "Sachamanta"

Producer Maria Kling worked at the local television station rbb after having completed a 
master‘s degree in Communication Sciences and Journalism in Berlin. In October 2015 she 
started to be the managing director of Studio Kalliope. The Studio produced 2016/2017 
the documentary „On Southern Buses - A Ballad Of The Second Class“ - the stories of six 
musicians trying to get along and feed their families by playing in intercity busses in 
southern Mexico. The movie premiered at the World Film Festival Montreal in 2017. 
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How an agreement could look like
This license agreement (hereafter referred to as the "AGREEMENT") is made between the Studio 
Kalliope GmbH, Friedrich-Engels-Str. 22, 14473 Potsdam (hereafter referred to as the "LICENSEE") 
and the copyright owner(s) … (hereafter referred to as the LICENSOR) named below with their 
signatures, in regards to the provided music to be embodied free of charge in the documentary 
with the working title “Withstanding the Waves” by Studio Kalliope and the Kameradisten.org 
(hereafter referred to as the "Work") on the date of the signing of this agreement set forth below.  
These are the names of the songs that are provided: …

§ 1 GENERAL TERMS 
The mechanical, synchronisation, and performance rights granted to the LICENSEE within the 
AGREEMENT include 
1. right to use the provided music in the WORK (= the documentary).This includes 
2. the right to release the WORK as well as promotion activities strictly connected to the 

WORK in whatever medium(s) necessary (i.e. DCP, DVD, Blue Ray, video stream, video 
tape, chemical film). 

3. right to use the music as part of the public viewing or broadcast of a production (including 
but not limited to Cinemas,TV shows, videos, DVDs,Web Sites, podcasts, multimedia 
presentations, and films).  

§ 2 RIGHTS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS AGREEMENT  
The rights granted to the LICENSEE do not permit the LICENSEE to 
1. claim authorship of the music represented under this AGREEMENT; 
2. transfer, share or sub-lease this license agreement with any other party; 
3. copy or duplicate the Work except for use in the LICENSEE'S productions as described 

under §1; 
4. permit any other individual or third party the right to use the Work in place of the 

LICENSEE; 
resell, trade, or exploit for profit the Work contained herein outright or as part of other music and/
or audio-related collections, in part or in whole, to any other individual or party.  

§ 3 TERRITORY  
The territory of this contract is the entire universe.  

§ 4 CREDITS 
The LICENSEE will credit the musicians and their band by naming them in and/or on the 
different releases of the WORK. 

§ 5 DATES 
The term of the contract is effective on the date signed below.
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